The worldwide growth of photo-voltaic is closely tied to a reduction of production costs per Wp (peak power by maximum of sun radiation). The laser machining of thin film solar cells is a key technology for innovations in this field of solar cell production. On one hand it is possible to replace older, conventional production technologies to realise more efficiency for the solar cell products. On the other hand new and modern laser technologies open the door for more cost reduction potentials for the industrial thin film solar cell production. The following contribution offers a representative survey of the actual state of the art in PV thin film production using lasers and introduce a modern and innovative laser separation process for PV thin film modules.
Introduction
Today, the variety of laser sources, that made their way into production processes of solar cells is huge. Up to ten years ago, lamp-pumped Nd:YAG-lasers, either q-switched or pulsed, were state-of-the-art in the few pilotproduction lines and research facilities worldwide. Since then, solar cell production capacity showed exponential growth and subsidy programs led to the necessity to continuously reduce production costs or increase efficiency. Thus, in order to find the optimum cost/power ratio, various solar cell concepts have been investigated and developed. Each concept is coming with different demands on potential laser applications, affecting important laser parameter like output power level, wavelength, pulse length, repetition rate, beam quality, beam profile and, of course, total cost of ownership. Also influenced by the product portfolio of the laser company, that finally got the order for a specific solar cell application, meanwhile all kinds of solid state laser concepts (side-pumped rod, endpumped rod, disc, fiber, slab, diode) can be found in solar cell development and production.
Laser applications and processes
One of the most important parameter in laser materials processing is the interaction time between laser beam and the irradiated material [1] . The laser pulse duration determines the penetration depth into the irradiated material, thus strongly influencing removal rates and heat affected zones. In general, the longer a single pulse, the higher are the removal rates as long as the power density is above the threshold for melting and vaporization. For nanosecond pulses and metals or semiconductors, this ablation threshold is typically in the range of 10 7 -10 8 W/cm 2 , putting the peak power of the laser pulse into the equation. When the laser pulse hits the surface, light is absorbed within the optical penetration depth and the sequence heating, melting and vaporizing takes place. This sequence is true for any pulse length, as sublimation is not possible in metals and semiconductors due to their specific crystal structure. Once a molten layer is formed and the surface starts to vaporize, the removal process with the lowest amount of necessary energy is the melt ejection through the produced pressure of the vapor. The process of melt displacement and ejection is most effective, when the ratio of the width of the processing area and the melt layer thickness is smallest. Thus, long ns-laser pulses focused onto small spot sizes are leading to highest removal rates. Ultra-short laser pulses (ps, fs) are generating a very thin melt layer, which can not be displaced and ejected efficiently. As a consequence, a majority of the irradiated material is being removed through vaporization, leading to high quality ablation with extremely low volume single pulse removal rates. In order to provide an overview on the various laser processes in solar technology (see also [2] ), a graph plotting the laser pulse length against the processing depth of the specific application is shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Overview on laser applications in solar cell technology
Pulse durations of lasers applied in solar cell development and production range from pico-to milliseconds. As mentioned above, the applied laser pulse width determines the thermal penetration depth and thus, the amount of material removed per a single laser pulse. Therefore, solar applications with a demand to remove substantial volume have been realized with lasers of longer pulse durations. This is the case for most of the silicon wafer based applications, like wafer cutting, EWT/MWT (Emitter Wrap-Through / Metal Wrap-Through) drilling, grooving, edge isolation, laser fired contacts or wafer marking. Only in selective emitter concepts, a few thin film removal processes to generate selective emitter cell types use much shorter pulses in the picoseconds range.
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Fig. 2. Thin film scribing applications and their pulse length requirement
As the layer thickness in thin film solar cell concepts is typically only in the range of a few micrometers, short nanosecond laser pulses are the upper limit for selective ablation and edge deletion processes. In order to minimize thermal damage to layers or a substrate underneath the processed layer, often even shorter pulses have to be applied. The two main applications on thin film solar cells are the selective ablation of layers for monolithic integration and the edge deletion for electrical isolation and hermetic sealing of the thin film module (Fig. 2) . Maximum scribing speeds for selective ablation can range up to 10000 mm/s, ablation rates for edge deletion depend on the cell type and can be as high as 50 cm 2 /second.
Another standard application on thin film panels is laser marking, that can be either made on the glass surface or in the glass. An emerging requirement for laser processing is coming from BIPV (Building Integrated PV) applications, where the back contact layer has to be removed locally, in order to provide a certain level of transparency or to put transparent customer's logos onto the panels (Fig. 3 ).
Fig. 3. Laser marking and BIPV applications
A completely different approach is necessary to cut glass substrates of thin film solar cells into smaller fractions. The patented MLBA (MulipleLaserBeamAbsorption) Glass Cutting Technology operates with a wavelength of NearInfraRed (NIR) laser radiation from λ=980…1064 nm. Other than CO 2 laser radiation, the laser energy is absorbed here through the entire glass body. By multiple absorption of the laser radiation within the glass volume, the interacting laser energy is transformed into heat energy. The hereby generated tension allows to separate the glass, starting from an initial crack, in one processing step.
The MLBA glass cutting process does not require additional cooling mediums. The process is free of splinters and micro cracks and therefore extremely clean. Standard industrial NIR laser sources like solid state lasers and diode lasers are used, which can also use optical fibers for beam guidance. In this way, flexible integration into industrial production systems is possible. High separation speed in one step up to 20m/min allows high performance production and reduces long conventional processing chains like scribing-breaking-grinding-polishing-cleaning) to a real "one-step cutting" process. Process time can be reduced more than 80% of conventional processing chains [3] .
Author name / Physics Procedia 00 (2010) 000-000 Fig. 4 . MLBA laser glass cutting using NIR laser radiation allows a "one -step cutting" of glass panels The cut edge shows highest quality and more than double of mechanically ant thermally stability, which is important for the production of big panel size panel like Gen 8.5=2200x2600mm. In combination with high performance edge deletion processing for the removal of thin film layers and the separation of big panel size like Gen 8.5 into smaller size like 1200x1300mm, back end processing with one laser source is possible.
Laser concepts
The dominating sources used for PV-related processes are solid state lasers, whereas gas laser (like CO 2 or excimer lasers) can only be found in limited application areas. The main reason for that is the demand of simultaneously delivering high power, high beam quality and high repetition rates in order to realize high processing speeds in combination with high resolution.
Starting with lamp-pumped Nd:YAG lasers, through the last ten years more and more concepts for solid state lasers have been developed and qualified for solar cell processes. At the moment, there are four concepts competing against each other, but none of them is capable of occupying the solar market alone. The diversity of the various processes leads to the necessity to constantly develop tailored laser solutions.
Up to now, the laser equipment of research institutes as well as of solar cell producers mainly consists of diode side pumped and diode end pumped solid state lasers, containing a neodymium-doped rod made from YAG or Vanadate. Two other geometries of the laser active medium are trying to substitute the established concepts: fiber and disc. The following table tries to summarize typical properties and application areas of the different laser concepts with respect to solar applications. Source: H2B Photoonics 
Summary and Conclusion
The paper gave an overview on the different laser concepts used for the various solar cell applications. As one of the major laser parameters, the pulse length has been identified and the relation of applied pulse length and targeted processing depth of the desired process has been outlined via typical solar cell application examples. The variety of lasers applied in PV development and production will continue to grow with new solar cell concepts. Short-pulsed lasers are already playing a significant role in micro processing in numerous applications. Right now, the majority of the industrial-grade laser sources are providing nanosecond pulse durations. In order to perfectly adapt those lasers to specific applications, more and more market dedicated derivates will be developed. One example for that is the PV-series of ROFIN's solid state lasers, specifically designed to cope with the needs of high throughput applications. With the further development of robust ultra-short pulsed lasers, applications that can not be addressed satisfyingly today, will open new markets for lasers in PV production.
